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Centripetal’s RuleGate appliance is a Pro-Active Network 

Enforcement system able to block and alert events in real-time 

with attack visualizations and analytics. The RuleGate platform 

offers cyber analysts full visibility into which hosts are 

communicating from inside the network to specific hosts outside 

the network, in real-time. 

With 300+ security experts positioned around the world, iSIGHT 

Partners is able to deliver global threat intelligence that is truly 

unique to the industry. ThreatScape feeds provide analysts with 

rich, contextual reporting that includes the motivation and intent 

of adversaries, their campaigns and technical indicators, the 

malware used, and the vulnerabilities being exploited.

Scalable Cyber Security

Global Threat Intelligence

Centripetal Networks’ RuleGate® protection system utilizes 

iSIGHT Partners’ ThreatScape® global threat intelligence feeds, 

which the RuleGate then operationalizes to enable organizations 

to act upon malicious activity in real-time, preventing data theft 

on the network before it occurs.

 ANALYTICS ARSENAL
Arms decision makers with analysis that addresses
identified and credible threats

  DETECT THREATS IN REAL-TIME
Ability to alert and/or block cyber threats in real-time
to prevent data theft on the network before it occurs

  ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE
With latency less than 10 microseconds, there is no 
noticeable loss of networking performance or user
experience

  ADVANCED VULNERABILITY PRIORITIZATION
Ability to track vulnerabilities from discovery to 
patching, exploit development, regional propagation 
of exploit code, and ongoing malicious campaigns. Then, 
decisively prioritize patching of known and unreported 
vulnerabilities being exploited.
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iSIGHT’s ThreatScape feeds integrate into Centripetal’s 

RuleGate appliance to deliver a pro-active enforcement solution 

to organizations across all industries. The integration enables 

the activation of large-scale policies in seconds while applying 

million-scale unique indicators to every packet traversing the 

network, without creating any degradation in network 

performance.

Superior Cyber Defense Solution



Currently, retailers and large financials are actively relying on this 

integrated capability to prioritize their network defenses. Based 

on observed indicators on the network, these organizations can 

evaluate their security posture and fix vulnerabilities before a 
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breach. The timelines on releasing new intelligence from iSIGHT 

Partners on advance adversaries to observed network activity is 

often within days, providing timely and relevant defensive 

capabilities across various industries.
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